
GAL REPORT WRITING AND SUMMARY

Guardian ad Litem Report Writing for the Courts. Dana E. . Summary of facts and data as findings and suggestions.
Investigative with broad.

Go to www. Explain to your witness how the report described her interview. Look for: Info from the other
party. Keep a clean copy in case someone else needs to review it. In Massachusetts, a GAL acts as an
investigator for the court, gathering information by reviewing documents and interviewing witnesses â€”
including the child â€” for a report that the GAL files with the Court. Look at what the GAL left out. Do not
have them write declarations. In a family law case where the parties are fighting about the parenting plan, the
judge may appoint a Guardian ad Litem GAL or an Evaluator. Send the other parties and the GAL copies. If
you feel the GAL was influenced by stereotypes about your disability, race, ethnicity, or culture, try to find a
witness with expertise about your disability, race, and so on, who can explain your behavior in relation to your
background. The GAL usually writes a report for the court describing. Send the other parties copies. Helping
the child develop and keep appropriate relationships. Example: Jody spends a lot of time with you and your
children, or has had a long, stable relationship with your child. You must file your Declarations and other
documents the required number of days before your hearing and serve them on the other parties and GAL. Call
between a. However, following a trial, Judge Abber found that the mother should have custody. Try to calm
down. RCW  Ask the clerk if they require working copies. Under RCW  This information is current as of
September  If you feel parts of the evaluation went poorly because, for example, you were nervous or the
children misbehaved more than usual, ask for another meeting or explain to the GAL why things went poorly.
For such a child to be told he or she is not believed â€” by a judge who refuses to hear them speak â€” only
compounds the trauma. You may be able to persuade the GAL to copy the file for you. Other States Unlike
many states, Massachusetts draws a bright line between the role of the GAL and an attorney for the child.
Related Resources. You should put your requests for another meeting in writing. Focus on your positives. A
major driving force behind this rule is simply cost. Child Custody Massachusetts divorce lawyer Jason V.
There are no self-help forms for filing this motion. The order appointing the GAL should say when the report
is due. To make a complaint about a psychiatrist M. Make a copy of it for yourself. You may have to pay a fee
for copying. Negatives about the other party that the GAL did not put in the report. If the GAL refuses, write
down what the GAL said, when, and how the conversation took place â€” by phone, in person, or by letter.
Have a set of blank Declaration forms ready for you and your witnesses to fill out as soon as you see the
report. What is a Guardian ad Litem or evaluator? If you have a grievance against the GAL. If you cannot get
a more positive evaluation, try to show how you are working to stabilize or improve your mental health. In
other words, the party who agrees with the GAL will be forced to pay for the opposing party to cross-examine
the GAL, even if the former party wants the GAL Report admitted without the need for any additional
testimony. It is not intended as a substitute for specific legal advice.


